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NCE more arrives the time when we express
our gratitude to the 'powers that be', to our
contributors and subscribers and all others to
whom we owe such a debt, for having either al-lowed or aide'd THE TECHNIC in successfully existing for another year.
Our gratitude to contributors is not wide spread
but the sum total remaining constant gives no
inconsiderable amount to each one of the few who
have sent us articles.
We have from time to time sworn eternal enmity towards all.students and alumni who would
not contribute to our columns during the year.
But the benign feeling which steals over us at the
prospect of a cessation of hostilities, bids us pardon
all, against whom we have turned our quills, thus
leaving a clean field in which the next editor-in
chief may commence swearing in his own vernacular and without fear of adding anything to the
abuse, in which the present incumbent of the
office may have indulged.

O
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Yet in all we would express no little gratitude for the unusual support we have received
during the year and only. regret that we have not
proved more worthy of it. Our ideal of a college
paper, and the relations of alumni and students
to it, has not by any means been reached, and we
would like to have its photograph placed in the
TECHNIC sanctum along with our other gods and
idols, that succeeding editors may see and know
what our ideal was, and wherein we failed, and
further strive to attain it in all its beauti and
perfection.
Four members of the present board retire after
the present number, two having graduated and
two having- resigned. But the next board as
elected at a recent meeting, will be particularly
efficient and consists of the following:
0. E. MCMEANS
J. D. INGLE, JR.
C. H. FRY, JR.
J. J. KESSLER, JR. I.
H. D. GERWIG.
J
N. S. KIDDER.
W. R. Sanborn
J. T. MONTGOMERY

Editor-in-Chief
Alumni
Athletic
Local
Exchange
Business Manager
Assistant

Mr. McMeans has no peer in the Institute either in artistie or literary attainments and we predict
a wonderful advance of THE TECHNIC under his
care. Wishing the new board all success and soliciting articles for its first issue next September
we now close this the fourth volume of the Rose
TECHNIC with the hope that we have in a measure fufillled the trust imposed upon us last year.
HE matter of an alumni representation has
been quietly worked upon for the past year,
but it is only recently that it has been deemed
proper to make it public. Mr. Hord in his
Alumni Address mentioned the proposed change
and at the alumni banquet the subject was discussed to a certain extent. The encouragement
which th.e supporters of this move have received

T
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both at the banquet and since then, has been
very flattering to the success of their efforts. A
number of the board of managers have expressed
their approval of the change and seem to have
already allied themselves with the alumni. In
fact the greatest objection was raised by Col.
Thompson who thought to enlarge the board was
contrary to the articles of association by which
the actions of the board are governed. This
point however was immediately looked up when
it was found that the articles instead of prohibiting enlargement of the board, expressly provide
for it, requiring only a three-fourths vote to create
such new offices as may be necessary, the limit to
the membership of the board being twelve. At
first glance the move may appear as being antagonistic towards the present management but nothing of this sort is contemplated. It is of course
well understood that whatever increases the reputation of the school, whatever is added to its
power and influence enhances the value of the
diploma held by the alumnus. And from the
other point of view a school in which the alumni
take no interest can attain no great success, for it
is only through their works that its real good can
be estimated. Hence the interests of Alma Mater
and Alumni are one and our board of managers
should be pleased and proud that the alumni
thus wish to assume their share of the responsibility of increasing the efficiency of the Institute
and are thus expressing their interest in its every
move.
The advantages of alumni representation have
long been recognized, Harvard flaying made such
provision as early as 1867. Amherst, Cornell,
Williams College and other recognized institutes
have such managing boards. The alumni in
their circular have clearly summed up the advantages when they write that "conferring upon the
alumni a portion of the power that molds the
policy of the institution, at once encourages and
provides an outlet for thought and deed in behalf
of the Alma Mater; it unites the interest of both
trustees and graduates in the attainment of a
common ideal. The large majority of life trustees insures stability in administrative policy,

while the frequent influx of young blood from
the college halls acts as a preventive of stagnation. An advantage already realized at one of
the above mentioned schools is the development
of suitable material from which to select trustees
for life."
Though there be no urgent need for the proposed change yet it will undoubtedly be advantageous to the mutual interests of 4Vose and her
graduates to make this improvement at once,thus
adding to the brightness of her present prospects
and hastening the day when the name of Rose
Polytechnic will not only be known throughout
our land but loved and honored, as well.

HE Modulus '96 has in all been a success.
What it lacks in fun and wit is made up by
the profusion of its illustrations and its completeness as a souvenir of the school. The labor upon
it though arduous seems to have flunked no one,
which is quite encouraging. It is now being set
forth as an excuse for succeeding classes that
R.P. I. will not support a regular annual, financially. We should like to correct this idea before it
becomesaxiomatic. The present Modulus could not
have been issued wereit not for the advertisements
or some such source of revenue. We venture to
say that if a fairly good annual be published each
year, that there will be as many copies taken by
students and alumni as were sold to them this
year and furthermore the advertisements to make
up the difference can be had more readily each
year, as the book becomes known as an advertising medium. Indeed the only excuses which can
be offered by any Junior class of Rose Polytechnic
for not publishing an annual are, lack of energy,
push and good class spirit.

T

E disclaim any egotism, in presenting our
readers with the group of our board of
editors. The cut was kindly given us by the Modulus '96 and we print it merely to obtain the
greatest amount of good from it before it lapses
into desuetude.

W
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SUCCESSFUL year for the Rose Polytechnic and students, by the more hearty co-operation of
has just closed and with it is graduated a school with alumni than has existed for years.
sturdy men who now go into the world This change for the better we may say is due to
of
class
to do battle for their rights and privileges, the untiring efforts of Dr. Mees who has planned
who will reflect no little honor upon the In- many little surprises for the students, aided their
stitute by their attainments, and to whom, we organizations in numerous ways and seized every
hope the memory of their Alma Mater may be opportunity for the improvement of athletic facilities; in these and other ways has he raised the
ever dear.
of the school and won the sympathy of
instandard
the
by
at
Rose
marked
The year has been
in the work.
the
students
faculty
crease of the friendly relations between

A

THESIS ABSTRACTS.
COMPARISON OF METHODS OF TESTING TRANSFORMERS.
BY E. R. BURTIS, GEORGE PHILLIPS AND A. V. TULLER.

The alternate current transformers having come
into such extensive use the determination of the
most reliable methods of testing has become a
matter of very considerable importance and yet
comparatively little seems to be known in regard
to the best methods to employ.
Owing to the latter fact a comparison was desired, the object of this thesis being to make a
,direct comparison of different methods in regard
to their accuracy and relative advantages. This
amounted principally to a comparison of efficiency and open circuit losses, as few methods admit of the determination of more than this.
The efficiency and open circuit losses are generally -about all that is required in practice.
The efficiency being the ratio of the watts given
to the primary, to the watts delivered by the secondary.
The open circuit losses being losses due to magnetic hysteresis, magnetic leakage and eddy current in the core when the secondary circuit is
open.
The current through the primary supplying
these losses is termed leakage current, it is of
course important that the current be reduced to a
minimum as all such leakage is a total loss and

in practice the transformer is the greater part of
the time on open circuit. The accurate determination of the leakage is always of great importance but it is often difficult to measure as in
properly constructed transformers it is very small
in many eases only a few hundredths of an ampere.
In an alternate current circuit we not only
have ohmic resistance opposing the flow of
current but also reactance caused by self-induction, this reactance causing a lag of the current
behind the impressed E. M.F. Now when this
phase difference occurs we no longer have as in
direct currents W=E C but W,a function of the
cosine of the artle of lag of the current behind
the E. M. F., thus giving chance for error in the
failure of methods to entirely correct for all phase
differences that may occur. .
Error is also often introduced by the self-induction of the instruments themselves, the accurate
determination of the various losses and efficiency
by most common methods being by no means an
easy matter.
Besides the comparison of the following methods we constructed an ammeter of electro-dynamometer type capable of measuring 50 amperes
and an automatic curve recorder.
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The methods tried were:
one primary lead, the other across the leads in
Instantaneous contact method; three ammeter series with non-inducting resistance and connected
method; split dynamometer method; wattmeter between the other two.
method; by use of automatic curve recorder.
From the readings the watts given to primary
Two transformers were carried through the are calculated by formula,
above test, a Westinghouse 40-light and ThomsonR
2
2
W=(A)
4 A:-A 3 )
Houston 30-light, transforming from 1,000 to 50
volts.
A, and A3 being ammeters in series in one priA Westinghouse generator was used running mary lead, A2 across leads, R resistance in series
at about 2,000 revolutions per minute and giving with A,found by knowing voltage on leads and
terminal voltage of about 1,000, the alternations current through A2*
being about 130 per second.
Since this formula contains a function which
The instantaneous contact method being theo- is the squares of observed quantities a small error
retically perfect and providing means of deter- in the reading will make a much larger per centmining at each instant the true value of current age error in the final result, thus instrumental
and E. M. F. it was taken as the standard, the readings must be very accurate.
Split dynamometer method consists in use of
plotting of these values giving a curve from which
two ammeters, one in primary and one in secondall necessary calculations could be made.
The instruments used were Thomson's stand- ary, and an electro-dynamometer, one coil of
which is in primary the other in secondary.
ard balance and electro-static voltmeters.
This method was carefully tested and in almost
To obtain the instantaneous reading revolving
contact arrangements were used fastened to dyna- every instance indicated more energy in secondary
mo shaft, these being in circuit with two electro- than in primary. The error was probably due to
static voltmeters, one across terminals of machine the theory of the method as worked out by
the other at terminals of non-inductive resist- Blakesley, being based on erroneous assumptions.
The wattmeter method consists simply of the
ance in primary circuit.
By changing the position of contact around,the use of two wattmeters, one in primary and one in
shaft the E. M. F. in the armature could be meas- secondary circuits. It is an ideal method, proured for all positions of the armature coils rela- vided nothing more is required than efficiency
tively to field magnets, thus being enabled to plot and open circuit loss, and wattmeters can be obout the curve of E.*M. F. of the dynamo. The tained of sufficient accuracy and range.
Thomson's composite balance and 'Weston's
reading of both voltmeters were taken simultaneously giving both current and E. M. F. curves. direct reading wattmeter were used. As the range
From these curves together with primary and of the Weston instrument was too high for our
secondary currents and secondary voltage all purpose the reading could not be obtained with
very great accuracy.
necessary calculations could be made.
Another method of using the wattmeter was
Condensers were used in parallel with the voltmeter to hold up their charge during time the tried, which consisted simply in the comparison
circuit was broken, that is the time for one revo- deflection produced on a wattmeter of our own
construction when switched from primary to seclution of armature.
This method, although extremely accurate, is ondary circuit. The deflection being proportional
objectionable on account of calculations involved to the watts, the efficiency was obtained directly by
and time required in making the test, making it ratio of deflections. For accuracy in this method
something of the same inductive resistance must
essentially a laboratory method.
The three ammeter methods consist of the use of be substituted for the instrument when changed
three ammeters in primary circuit and one volt- from one circuit to the other.
meter. Two ammeters are placed in series in
An automatic curve recorder is an instrument

•
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which records simultaneously the current and cies for different leads as obtained by different
E. M. F. curves, from which by knowing the im- methods, also open circuit losses in watts:
THOMPSON-HOUSTON.
pressed E. M. F. everything can be calculated.
The instrument now consists of two recorders
LAMPS.
5
10
20
30
40
registering on the same chronograph sheet. Each
recorder consists of two field magnets between the
Contact method
93 1
91.6
94.2
34.88 90.8
poles of which is a rnoyable armature coil to Wattmeter method. . . .
79.65 89.
91.65 91.93 11.4.3
Three ammeter method . 31j8 93.23 92.15 90 88 95.75 900
which is attached the pen. The alternate current Deflection method
824
881
90.9
87.9
864
is passed through this armature coil which is deMean
33.28 86.52 90 21 91 63 92 44 89 28
1'ESTINGHOUSE
flected in opposite directions at each alternation
of the current. The speed of the dynamo was
Lames.
5
0
10
20
30
40
lowered so as to make about twenty-eight cycles
per minute. The combination of the motion of
Contact method
59 32 86.5
88.5
92.4
93 7
94.6
the chronograph sheet and the back and forward Wattmeter method . . . .
77.77 87.38 9004 91 66 92.36
Three ammeter method . . 56.97 92.5
83 1
88.9
90.2
92 9
Deflection method . . . . . . . 79.4
motion of the pen give the curve required.
86 6
89.8
88 7
87.2
The following table gives a summary of efficienMean
58 14 81.04 86.39 9028 91.06 91 76

EFFICIENCY TEST OF A WILLIANS TRIPLE EXPANSION ENGINE AND
WESTERN ELECTRIC CO'S. ARC DYNAMO.
BY A. L. ROBINSON, F. H. MILLER AND L. C. ANDERSON.

The engine tested was of the double, upright obtained from it when running under certain conpattern having two independent sets of three cyl- ditions.
To measure the steam consumption a Wheeler
inders each with cranks set opposite each other.
The cylinders are tandem and the steam exhausts surface condenser was attached to the exhaust of
from each through a hollow piston rod into the the engine and the condensed steam collected in
space below, which serves as a receiver for the barrels placed upon ordinary platform scales by
following cylinder.
which means it could be conveniently weighed.
Steam is supplied through a single steam chest
The quality of dryness of the steam was measset across the top of both high pressure cylinders. ured by a throttling calorimeter connected to the
Before entering the steam chest the steam is throt- steam chest.
tled to the pressure required to maintain uniform . The work given out by the engine was measspeed by a governer controlled by two weights re- ured with a brake consisting of a strap of copper
volving on the main shaft. The engine shaft is which passed around the fly wheel. One end of
connected direct to that of the dynamo by an in- this strap was connected to a brake beam which
sulated coupling of wood so that the armature had arms in the ratio of 4 to 1 and the other end
assists a solid fly wheel with a diameter of three was fastened to an ordinary spring dynamometer
feet in performing its duty.
which, when loaded, tightened the strap just
The engine was disconnected from the dynamo enough to balance the weights hung from the
and first tested alone in order to obtain its me- long arm of the beam.
chanical efficiency, steam consumption, and the
A galvanized iron box, into the top of which
greatest amount of external work which could be cold water was kept constantly flowing, entirely
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surrounded the wheel. An overflow pipe allowed results of which are all given in the accompanythe water to escape which had become warm by ing table, being, in each case, the average of four
absorbing the heat generated from the friction of readings taken every five minutes. The first was
the strap on the wheel. The circulation thus a friction run and it will be noticed that all of
kept up would not allow the temperature of the the work done in the high pressure cylinder is
wheel to rise above that of boiling water. With balanced by the negative work done in the low
a Thompson indicator attached to the high press- pressure cylinder. This negative work only ocure cylinder and one to each of the other cylinders curs with very low loads, and is caused by the
and receivers above them we obtain the I. H. P. steam being throttled to such low pressure in the
of one side of the engine and as all parts of the steam chest that the succeeding expansions bring
engine are interchangeable multiplied the results it below atmospheric pressure in the last cylinder.
The results of this first test gives the indicated,
, by 2 for the total I. H.P. of engine.
mechanical
and total efficiency of flip engine
The average length of cards was about 1.75
inches; this amount of motion giving better re- working under six different loads and it will be
sults than those obtained from longer cards on noticed that the mechanical efficiency is between
account of the high speed of the engine and the 80 and 90 per cent, for loads between 48 and 102
1.11. P.
consequent momentum of the indicator drums.
The quality of dryness of the steam in the first
Six runs with different loads were made, the
EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE

Dynamometer pull.

Brake Horse Power.

INDICATED HORSE POWER.

CALORIMETER
READINGS

z
06

Test No. 1

0.

0.

485.

296

212.

4 698

1.852

2.526

1:100

4.362

10.63

Test No. 2

40.

116.25

455.2

300.

212.

2.370

2.069

2.892

2.083

-.6153

17.48

5.688

Test No. 3

60.

143.6

465.

311.

212.2

3.180

1.804

3.603

1.744

2.214

25.07

12.824

Test No. 4

125.

198.

420.

340.

218.

4.00

2.262

7.568

1.7396

6.764

48.66

36.22

Test No. 5

203.

192.

440.

370.2

220 5

5.6125

3.931

12,202

5.487

16.930

S8 32

78.015

Test No.6

229.5

180.

435.

380.

219.

5.808

2.510

14.804

6.034

22,765

102 82

91.49

pa

C

0
9.

E
8 1;4'

9.
9.

9.
g

5

V4)

t
1-4

Loss clue to Friction.

EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE-Continued.

0„
P4
•-4

S.

zB
7'
as

u2

8.

4
11

81

ca

.

„.4

4.4

.

t
81.65.6O
cp,-.

81.
,c1+4
cr

"
R:14,

wa,

CLIA
E.

Test No. 1

10 63

97.60

2.4

586

569

535

666,981.8

27262

4.09.

0

0

Test No. 2

11.80

97.04

2.96

614

596

34.6

699,346.4

44&41

6 41

38.26

2.45

Test No. 3

12.27

96.50

3.50

694

669

2'7.6

787 279.

64349

8 17

51 11

4.17

32890

Test No. 4

12.44

95 90

4.10. 1020

978

20.

1159516.

114539

9.88

81 10

8.01

92894

0
17153

Test No.5

11.31

94.70

5.3

1578

1494

16 7

1785180.

229070

12.83

87.34

11.20

200090

.6
.
Test No

11.33

94 20

5.8

1724

1624

15.8

1945552.

263700

13.55

88.98

12.06

234640
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three runs as given in the table can hardly be
relied upon as the moisture in the steam was too
great to be measured with the instrument used
and the probabilities are that the, per cent, of
moisture was even greater than during the last
three runs.
The Dynamo tested was a self regulating, four
pole series' machine of the Western Electric Co.,
adjusted to give a constant current of 9-6 amperes,
with a modified Gramme Ring Armature having
two coils in series.
The only additional apparatus used in this test
was a 50 Weston ammeter and a Thompson static
voltmeter. The voltmeter was connected to
the terminals of the dynamo by fine wire suspended in the air with thread and the ammeters placed in series with the lamps. Readings
were taken in these runs at intervals of about 3
minutes.
The objects of this test were to find the combined efficiency of the engine and dynamo and to
obtain the loss of energy due to the dynamo alone:
The total lost work in both machines is first ob-

2 15

tamed by subtracting the electrical horse power
from the indicated horse power and the loss due
to dynamo will then be the difference between
this total lost work and the loss due to the engine.
This is not entirely accurate as the less due to the
engine is only an approximation, being an average
of the loss due to friction in the six runs of the
first test. This work lost in the dynamo is not
only the energy spent in heating the field and
armature coils but includes also the friction in its
bearings and air resistance of the armature.
This dynamo loss should be nearly constant
but it was noticed that there was a large increase
between the first and second runs and this cannot
be accounted for unless the machine and line was
grounded, in which case the current as measured
was too small and if so the measured external
work would be larger.
The results of this test give 1st, the combined
efficiency ofengine and dynamo,which is obtained
by dividing the E. H. P. by the I. H. P. 2nd,
the dynamo efficiency, which is the E. H. P. divided by the I. H. P. less the loss due to engine.

TEST OF A 2co H. P. WESTINGHOUSE COMPOUND ENGINE AND A
H. P. WESTINGHOUSE GENERATOR.

25'O

BY S. G. BROWN, E. A. DARST AND W. W. CROWE

The part of plant tested consisted of the Westinghouse compound single-acting engine, No. 3,
belted direct to a 250-horse power Westinghouse
generator, giving 500 volts on open circuit. The
object of this test was to determine the horse
power and efficiencies of the engine and dynamo,
and also the average station efficiency.
Both the engine and dynamo tests were made
between the hours of 12 and 5 in the morning,
that being the only time that the engine was
available for testing.
The engine test was made in the usual way,
using a brake by means of which the load on the
engine could be varied and taking indicator cards
from both the high and low pressure cylinder
simultaneously on each load, from which the in-

dicated horse power of the engine could be computed.
The ratio of the brake to the corresponding indicated horse power for any load gives the commercial efficiency, and the difference between
them gives the friction of the engine for that load.
The brake consists of a band passing once around
the belt wheel, supporting at one end a weight
and at the other a spring dynamometer, which is
fastened to the floor. The force which the wheel
has to overcome in revolving is the difference between the weight and the scale reading, the foot
pounds of work done per minute is the product
of this force into the circumference of the wheel.
and the number of revolutions per minute. By
dividing this product by the equivalent foot
•
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pounds of work in one horse power for the same
time we obtain the brake horse power of the
engine for that load. By varying the weight any
desired load can be obtained.
Indicator cards were taken with the engine running under no load and the friction was found to
be 51.27 horse power in the same way the friction
of engine and dynamo together was found to be
63.78 horse power, the difference between the two
being the dynamo friction or 12.5 horse power.
The highest indicated horse power reached during this test was 279, with the corresponding
brake horse power of the engine under the given
steam pressure.
The commercial efficiency varied from 61 per
cent when running under half load to 82.4 per
cent when under full load.
Although the friction of the engine is about
twice what it should be in a properly designed
engine, still it is well adapted to street railway
work owing to its very efficient governor action,
which keeps the speed nearly constant under wide
variations of load, and consequently a nearly constant electromotive force in the generator.
The ratio of the electrical output of the dynamo
to the indicated horse power of the engine for any,
load gives the station efficiency for that load and
was found to vary from 48 per cent on half Load
to'73.6 per cent on full load.
The commercial efficiency of the dynamo on the
ratio of the total electrical output to the power supplied to the dynamo fully increased from 80 per
cent on half load to 85 per cent for a maximum.
The electrical efficiency or the ratio of the electrical output of the machine to the total energy
converted in the dynamo was found to be 93 per
cent on the lighter loads and decreased to 90 per
cent on the heavier ones, the average being 92.2
per cent.
In order to determine the total electrical output
and also the average electrical horse power for a
day's run, an integrating wattmeter constructed
by Messrs. Darst and Crowe was used.
The wattmeter consists of a large coil wound
with one layer of heavy cable, the ends of which
pass down and are connected to the heavy binding posts on the side. In the center of this coil is

suspended a fine wire coil, wound with turns, to
give a high resistance. This coil is suspended
both from above and below by bifilar suspensions,
and the terminals are connected to the small
binding posts on the side. This coil carries an
arm, the end of which is connected to a rotameter which rests on this horizontal disc turned
by the clockwork underneath.
If a current be sent through the large coil and
the fine wire coil be connected across the terminals of a dynamo, the deflection of the rotameter
will be proportional to the product of the current
in the two coils, but the current in the small coil
varies directly as the machine voltage, therefore,
the deflection will be proportional to the external
current into the voltage of the machine, which is
equal to the energy given out by the dynamo.
We thus see that any variation in either the current or electromotive force causes a corresponding
variation in the deflection and rotameter reading,
the wattmeter thus sums up the total energy given
out by the dynamo for any length of time.
During the wattnieter run the indicated horse
power of the engine was taken by means of a continuous indicator, designed by Professor Brown,
readings being taken simultaneously from the inattmeter every fifteen minutes.
dicator and W
.
Since both sum up the work done for a given
time, the ratio of the electrical to the indicated
horse power gives the average station efficiency
for the same time.
During a test extending from 6:30 in the morning till 12 at noon the average indicated horse
power was found to be 232, and the average electrical output 133 horse power, giving an average
station efficiency of 58.6 per cent.
Owing to the engine carrying an average load
of three-fourths its maximum capacity, the station efficiency should be higher than that obtained, but is low on account of the excessive
engine friction which remains nearly constant for
all loads.
In conclusion we wish to thank Mr. Russell
Harrison, president of the Terre Haute Street
Railway Company, for the privilege.of making
this test and also for accommodations afforded
during the same.
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STREET RAILWAY MOTOR TESTS MADE AT LOUISVILLE, KY.
BY W. 0. MLTNDY, W. S. SPEED AND L E. TROXLER.

The very first official record of a plan for a
dynamo-electric railway in the United States Patent office was a caveat filed by Mr. Stephen D.
Field in May of 1879, and that this branch of engineering has attained such prominence in so
short a time is most remarkable The scope of
usefulness of the electric-motor is quite wide, for
has it not already begun to encroach upon the
field that but a year or so ago was conceded to be
the especial right of the steam engine, as for instance, the new elevated road in Chicago is electrical, in Baltimore electric instead of steam locomotives are used to handle the regular railway
trains when going through the tunnel.
Indeed success has followed the adoption of
this new motive power on all sides and there are
few who, after having ridden in the present day
electric, would be willing to go back once more to
our old horse and mule cars.
On account of the comparatively recent development of this branch of engineering there is
still in connection with it much of importance
that is not well understood, hence the field for
fruitful investigation is quite large.
Owing to the sudden and growing demand for
electrical appliances, many inventors and designers have turned their efforts in this special direction and are continually bringing out new contrivances, many of which indeed are good, but
still the percentage of worthless ones is quite
large.
For this reason it is important to both the
manufacturer and the user that numerous experiments be made so as to arrive at the most economical results.
Being especially interested in the street railway
motors, we decided to make them the subject of
our thesis and were enabled by the kindness of
the officers of the Louisville Railway Company to
carry out some tests in that city on motors used
by them.
Our location was exceedingly good, as the company, contemplating the equipment of several

new lines, wished to do so with the best apparatus, and had on trial at that time several different types, all of which were placed at our disposal.
As probably our results would have some
weight in their final decision, care and accuracy
in these tests were required.
The experiments as we made them were of
two kinds, one a series of tests on the road with
the motor used to propel the car, the other a
series of brake tests to determine the actual performances under various loads.
The road tests consisted in measuring the electrical power required for different conditions together with the speed developed. For brake testing the motors were dismounted from the cartruck and placed upon stationary supports. A
pulley was placed on the armature shaft with a
strap iron band encircling it and when running
the friction between these two was made to absorb the entire amount of energy delivered by the
motor, measuring instruments being placed at
either end of the band to indicate the actual
force at the surface of the pulley.
For the road measurements it was necessary to
construct special instruments, as it was desirable
to obtain continuous records and not momentary
readings.
While the importance of a few per cent. in the
efficiency of the motor is not.very great for small
systems, still if taken for such a one as that at
Louisville, it does begin to make quite an item.
Let us look into this matter a little and see
just what it does mean. Taking the average
horse power necessary for running a car at full
speed, which from our results was about 13, and
comparing the different efficiencies of the several
motors when absorbing this amount of electrical
energy, they show a difference of 15 per cent. between the highest and lowest.
However for further calculations it must be remembered that the motor is not acting continuously, for the car is usually allowed to roll the
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latter part of each square without current, hence
8 would be nearer an average station load for
each car when the system is large.
About 175 cars are in use at Louisville for
some 15 hours every day, thus taking 15 per cent:
of the 8 horse power and multiplying by this number of cars, we get approximately a difference
of 210 electrical horse power at the trolley wire.
Now if the efficiency of the dynamos and
leads is 80 per cent., we get a total difference of
260 horse at the engine that would be saved in
case the better motor should take the place of the
less efficient ones.
Some idea of the this amount may be formed
on the basis that this is sufficient to supply the
entire Terre Haute Railway system.

To reduce this to tons of coal, assume 31
pounds per horse power hour then the above
would be nearly 2,500 tons saved annually. Not
to speak of the great saving due to requiring a
station having 260 horse power less both in engines and boilers and 210 less in dynamos besides
the smaller amount of copper required to carry
the current to the motor.
Our experiments cover but very few of the
many important points to be investigated in connection with railway work. For there are the
different kinds of rails and their effect upon the
power required, also the many methods of controlling the motors, effects of grades and curves,
and the relative economy of using more motor
cars or a less number with trailers.

DESIGNS OF FIXED, TWO HINGED AND THREE HINGED ARCHES OF
416 FEET SPAN.
BY C. R. CROCKWELL, E. L. SHANEBERGER AND WILLIAM WIGGINS,

Less than half a century has now passed since sists of foundations, abutments and piers. The
Squire Whipple, of Albany, New York, first suc- superstructure consists of a roadway and the beam,
ceeded in analyzing the stresses in the simple arch or chain used to carry the roadway between
truss. For a first step his work was most remark- the supports. The general design of a bridge deable—both for theoretical accuracy and the wide pends on the nature of the opening to be spanned
range of subjects on which he touched. Squire and on the traffic to which the bridge, after erecWhipple's book, marks the beginning of a devel- tion, will be subject; in general, cheapness, conopment in economical bridge design which has sistent with safety, is the chief factor to be conbeen phenomenally rapid, for, in the words of sidered in a design. This involves, among other
Professor Johnson,"During the short fifty years things,the choice of a large number of short spans
the economical designing of framed structures has or a small number of long spans. Long spans are
ripened into practical perfection,and the best cur- found desirable where foundations for piers are
rent practice leaves little to be desired in the way difficult to obtain or where considerable head
of further development." The only material un- room is desired. Whenever possible proper aescertainties remaining are the dynamic effects of thetic effect should not be neglected. Beauty
moving loads, and these will probably never sub- does not necessarily involve ornament or cost, but
mit themselves to any very accurate determina- is often found in form, symmetry and adaption to
surroundings. The curve line of arches are pleastion or prediction.
By definition a bridge is any structure designed ing to the eye and will often form an economical
to carry a roadway across an opening. All bridges design for a bridge. The difference between an
may be divided into two parts—the substructure ordinary truss and an arch is that the arch, under
and the superstructure. The substructure con- the action of vertical forces reacts against its sup-
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port while in the case of a truss these reactions
are vertical.
Arches are generally composed of an arch of
stone, brick, cement or other similar material supported between two incline abutments, between
which it is compressed by vertical forces. Instead
of this ring of masonry a curved truss is often
used. It is then called a framed arch. In the
case of the metal arches the arch ring may consist
either of a single arched rib or of a curved truss.
In the first case the material is obliged to withstand both direction and bending stresses, while
in the latter it only takes direct tension and
compression. With regard to stress conditions,
metal arches may be fixed rigidly to their abutments and continuous throughout, or they may
be provided with a hinge joint at either abutment
or in addition to this they may also have a similar
joint at the crown. Now the presence of these
hinges entirely alters the distribution of the stress
in the arch and hence the amount of material required for its construction. Although the arch
of no hinges has been used most extensively and
has been argued to be the most economical, still
quite a difference of opinion exists on this question, and the object of this thesis was, if possible,
to obtain some reliable,information on this point.
Most of the arguments in favor of the fixed arch
have been based on inspections of stress equations
for single conditions and not for the final maximum stresses. A more satisfactory restilt was
thought obtainable by a direct comparison of the
weights of three structures—one of each type, and
of the same general dimensions and designed for
the same conditions of loading. For the sake of
practical interest an actual site was chosen, and
an arch of each type designed and their weights
determined. On account of lack of time we were
obliged to deviate somewhat from our original intention of designing the structures in full and
confine ourselves to the arches themselves.

Since the other parts of the bridge are common
to the three designs, this omission of part of the
work does not interfere with the obtaining of the
required results. The site chosen was at Rochester, New York, where a three hinged arch already
spans the Genessee river. The river at this point
flows through a rock bound gorge about two hundred feet deep and four hundred feet wide. The
natural abutments of limestone and sandstone
render the location an admirable one for an arch.
The span of our arch is 416 feet with a vertical
rise of 75 feet and is parabolic in form. The top
and bottom chords are of two built up channels
24 inches deep, and diverge from 6 feet apart at
the crown to 24 feet at the abutments. The web
members are built of "I" beams and are designed
to take both tension and compression. The arch
is divided into 48 panels, thus making a total of
192 pieces in which the stress had to be determined for several conditions of loading. The
stresses were determined by graphical methods
and checked analytically at different stages. After
the stresses had been determined the pieces were
proportioned according to Coopers specifications.
The weight of connections was calculated by making a design in detail of a single panel and from
this obtaining the ratio of the weight of connections to that of the truss members. Calculation
shows the weight of three arches to be as follows:
Fixed arch 967,237 lbs.
Hinged at the ends 1,133,393 lbs.
Hinged at the ends and crown 1,258,152 lbs.
From this it is seen that the fixed arch is, as
theory indicated,the most ecconomical of the three.
It is also argued by some authorities that the distribution of material in the fixed arch is more
favorable to.rigidity than the other two. An inspection of our curves showing the distribution of
stress in the arch shows little choice in this respect, although the fixed arch is by definition the
more rigid of the three.

•
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THE HEATING POWER OF INDIANA COALS.
BY HARRY W. CRAVER AND JAMES R. McTAGGART.

The value of a- coal for ordinary furnace use
depends largely on the heat. which it develops in
burning, hence a knowledge of the relative heating
powers of different coals is a matter of dollars
and cents to the consumer of those coals.
The only determinations of the heating effect
of Indiana coals having been made, so far as
we could determine, either by combustions with
potassium chlorate, evaporative tests, or calculations from analyses, it was thought that some determinations by direct combustion in oxygen
might be of value. Another object was the comparison of different methods, in order to find out
how closely these agree with each other, and
whether the results are too high or too low as a
rule. We made determinations by the direct
burning in oxygen, by the red'u-ct4v&-mf
and by calculations from analyses.
The apparatus used for the burning in oxygen
was the Hempel calorimeter. This consists of a
strong steel autoclave, in which the coal is placed.
The coal is first finely powdered and then pressed
into a small hard cylinder with a fine woven wire
passing through it. This cylinder of coal is
weighed and placed in a clay cup which is hung
to two platinium wires in the autoclave. The
ends of the iron wire are twisted around these
platinium wires. The autoclave is then closed
and oxygen is passed in until the pressure within the autoclave is about 180 lbs. per square inch.
The flow of oxygen is then stopped, and the
bomb placed in a vessel containing a weighed
amount of water. To burn the coal an electric
current is passed through the fine iron wire. This
wire burns and ignites the coal. Knowing the
temperature of the water before and after the combustion we can calculate the amount of heat generated by burning the coal.
The great advantages of this calorimeter are
the closed autoclave and the use of compressed
oxygen. If oxygen at atmospheric pressure is
used there is danger of some of the coal remain-

ing unburned and of soot being formed. When
compressed oxygen is used the combustion is
clean and complete. The closed autoclave prevents the escape of any hot gases from the calorimeter, all the gases formed being cooled down to
the temperature of the water.
An attempt was made to burn the coal in a
modified form of the Barrus calorimeter,in which
a stream of oxygen at atmospheric pressure is.
used. It was impossible to secure complete combustion with this calorimeter.
In the litharge determination a known weight
of coal is intimately mixed with litharge and
placed in a clay crucible, the mixture of coal and
litharge is covered with a layer of common salt,
to prevent access of air, the crucible covered and
placed in a hot furnace. When the contents of
the crucible are completely fused, the crucible is
removed,cooled, broken open and the lead button
cleaned and weighed. The heating power of the
coal is determined from a consideration of Welther's law, that equal weights of oxygen combining with different fuels, evolve the same quantities of heat.
Proximate analyses were made of the coals.
These analyses give the amounts of water, ash
and coke from each coal. •
In thQ ultimate analysis the carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen and sulphur were determined as usual,
the nitrogen by the soda lime method.
The determination of sulphur was a matter of
some difficulty, owing to the large quantities
present.
We used three different methods: •the Carius,
Escleka, and sodium peroxide methods. Of these
the method of Escleka is most commonly used
and was found to give the best results with these
coals.
The heating powers as obtained with the Hempel calorimeter are the only values which we consider satisfactory and reliable.
-Repeated determinations with the same coal
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gave results not differing by more than 11 per
cent., while most of the duplicate values came
within 1 per cent. of each other.
The following Indiana coals were used in these
tests: Brazil block, Brazil; Lancaster block, Clay
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City; two samples from the mines of the New
Pittsburgh Coal Co. at .Alum Cave; Shelburn
coal, Shelburn; a sample of the Mine screenings
used in the shops of this Institute, and a sample
of nickel plate coal from Grant.

ALUMNI ADDRESS.
BY HON. FRANCIS T. HORD.

Mr.President,Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is with mingled feelings of
pride and embarrassment that
I rise to speak to_ you to-day.
Pride, for the privilege and honor accorded me in
being selected to deliver the Alumni Address.
Embarrassment, because I fear lest it should not
be possible for me to make what I am about to
say of interest to you. I have this consolation,
however, that though I should fail, I feel that
the attempt is justified by the sentiment which
brings me here, the love I bear Rose Polytechnic.
Eleven years have passed since I entered this
institution as a freshman, and as I stand here
• to-day, and my thoughts turn back to that time,
a flood of memories pour in upon me which serve
to nourish the love of which I speak.
I remember well the lovely man who met me
with extended hand and gracious smile as I ehtered the president's room to apply for admission.

A man, who it seemed to me was endowed with
every good and perfect gift of mind and heart.
A man loved for his tenderness; admired for his
intellect, and honored for both. It is with sadness that I think that the sun of his life so early
set, and he perforce left off his work and went to
sleep. Well may it be said of him as has been
said of another,"He added to the sum of human
joy, and were every one for whom he did some
loving service to bring a blossom to his grave, he
would sleep to-day beneath a wilderness of flowers." Fortunately there came as his successor, a
man fully capable of carrying on the work so well
commenced by Dr. Thompson. This man, Dr.
Mendenhall, whose efforts were invariably bent
toward. raising the standard of work here, and
sending men forth who could successfully compete with the graduates of any of the technical
schools in the United States, succeeded in placing
the Rose Polytechnic Institute "an equal among
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the greatest" of its kind in this country. None
regretted that he should have seen fit to sever his
connection with this Institute more than did the
alumni, to whom the welfare and prosperity of
Rose Polytechnic are ever dear. And none appreciate more than they, his wisdom and foresight,
in bringing to this Institute one who was destined
to take his place and in whose hands we are convinced our Alma Mater shall thrive, and grow
until she towers a grand monument to the benevolence of her founder Chauncey Rose.
The success of any educational institution depends, for the most part, on its alumi, and naturally, therefore, they are anxious to seize every
opportunity which offers, to work towards the
end, that the institution from which they came
may take a high rank.
To some of the alumni of Rose Polytechnic, it
has\ occurred, that an opportunity may be given
them, to participate more actively in the affairs
of this Institute, by giving them a representation
upon its board of managers, or perhaps by the
creation of a board made up of alumni, which
shall act in conjunction with the board of managers in an advisory capacity.
It has seemed to me that the board of managers
could in this way the more easily keep in touch
with the students, their wants and aims. It is
well nigh impossible for the gentlemen now on
the board,try as hard as they may,to understand
and appreciate what is best in all cases for the
improvement of the educational facilities necessary or desirable, as can the men who have passed
four years of their life in daily work in the Institute as students.
You will understand that nothing is further
from my thoughts than a disparagement of the
earnest and untiring efforts of the present board
to meet all the wants and necessities of the students so far as it lies in their power. This alumni
representation has been tried successfully in many
of the great educational institutions of this country, and I think should obtain success here.
I simply drop this as a suggestion, as my time
is too short to permit me to elaborate any general

plan by which such a result could be accomplished. However, if such a board were created,
I am confident the first suggestion that would
come from it would be to add one more branch of
study to the present curriculum, that of social
science, so far as it deals with the condition of
the working classes and the relation between employer and employed. Few men are graduated
from this Institute who do not, in a very short
time, occupy positions in which they have many
men employed under them, and eventually themselves become employers of labor. What is the
proper relation between employer and employed,
capital and labor has come to be a problem which
is vexing the whole civilized world.
Much has been said on the part of capital, and
as much on that of labor, and many suggestions
offered. Notwithstanding which the problem remains as vexatious and apparently as far from
solution as ever.
Men who go from this Institution are confronted
by it almost as soon as they receive their,diplomas, and for that reason means of solution should
be put in their hands here. They are men who
in the end must solve it, for theirs is the interest
immediately affected and they are the ones directly connected with it. Philosophers have attempted its solution; legislative bodies have
attempted it, and both have signally failed. Philosophers, because they have lacked practical
knowledge, and legislative bodies for the same
reason, and in addition because their better judgment has been, in many cases, warped by the
gold of capital or by their own demagogism.
It is certain that our legislative bodies are deteriorating steadily, and will as long as men of
the highest ability and intelligence eschew politics and give over the control of nominations and
elections to ward bosses and the corrupt element
of society. This indifference has become a menace to our institutions and out of it grows corruption. There is a large and growing class of men
who neglect all political duties. Many affect to
scorn politics as vulgar, while more are too busily
engaged in amassing wealth, preferring to accom-
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plish their reform by purchasing the vote of the
suffragist or the good-will and influence of those
in office.
Men are drafted into our armies when the safety
of our institutions is menaced, on the theory that
it is the duty of every man possessing the proper
qualifications of age and strength to go to the
front and protect and maintain such institutions.
It is also an enforcible duty of every man to contribute out of the property he possesses a portion
to the same end.
The right of suffrage is the most cdstly gift we
have received from our forefathers, and for it,
during centuries, they paid its price. On the
patriotic use of that, right depends the preservation of the principles set forth in our Constitution
and in the Declaration of Independence. As was
well said,"They were the growth of all the ages:
the perfect flower of a plant spontaneously germinated in the human soul, watered by the tears,
the blood of patriots and marand nourished by
.
tyrs in all times and among all civilized people."
Therefore, I say that, if compulsory enlistment
in our armies is right, if a compulsory contribution of property in the form of taxes is right, why
not compulsory suffrage? The right of suffrage
should become the duty and that enforcible, if
we expect the legislative functions of this government to solve this problem. But why wait for
that far distant time. The resort to law by disputants is nearly always the result of the unwillingness on the part of one or all to voluntarily
accede to the demands of justice.
Capital, which is wealth, is powerful, and a
sense of power createsarrogance and imperiousness.
The men who toil were for many centuries
serfs, or little better. There were in England, for
many years after the Norman Conquest under the
feudal system,two classes. The first composed of
land owners, who were knights and men of war.
The others, the vassals, owned no land, but tilled
the soil and served their superiors in battle. Out
of these two classes grew the aristocrat on the one
hand, distinguished by birth and wealth, and the
common,-on the other. The aristocrat, the master, despised and tyrannized the toiling common.
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The common obeyed, feared and hated the aristocrat. The aristocrat looked upon his position
as God-given,and viewed any encroachment upon
it by the common as a usurpation and resisted it
accordingly, giving ground only as a better civilization compelled it.
Then came the developement of the artizan and
commercial classes, and by it feudalism was gradually broken down,and to-day—we have still two
classes, the wealthy and the poor, capital and
labor, which entertain towards one another, I
fear, feelings closely allied to those of the classes
just spoken of, and have inherited their prejudices.
This is most unfortunate and should not be.
Capital maintains that it may do with its own
as it pleases, may employ whom it pleases, and
dispense for wages what it pleases. Labor, on
the other hand, maintains that it is entitled to
labor as of right, and to receive as its share, more
of the wealth of the world produced through its
efforts. The employer says to his employe,"If
you are not satisfied with your wages here, seek
employment elsewhere." To this the employe
replies, "I have devoted my life to your service
and in one special line of work. The division of
labor is such that almost every artizan constructs
one part of a machine and knows nothing else.
If I do not work for you I must be idle." This
to a great extent is true. Every class of employment has of necessity run to specialists.
Capital has combined in the form of vast corporations and trusts, and,for protection,labor has
organized itself in turn. Capital with its millions
recognizes its own power. Labor, with its great
organizations, led too often by demagogues and
charlatans who stir up and fan the flame of discontent and hate, feeling its wrongs, roughly
makes its demands upon capital. The latter, relying upon its power and denying the right of
labor to demand, stops not to think of the justice
or injustice of them, and refuses. Then comes
the strike, often long drawn out, disastrous to
capital and much more so to labor. Millions of
dollars are lost to each, and the breach, already
too broad, is widened. It is for you, gentlemen
of the class of '95, and those who follow you, to
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close it. Capital and labor are natural co-partners. Their co-partnership can never be dissolved,
so let them come together and mete out justice,
the one to the other. Let capital lay aside its
prejudices, its avarice and greed; let labor do
away forever with the demagogue, the walking
delegates, and the fire-brand agitator. Let capital
recognize that all it is, is but the fruit and product of labor. Labor should understand that
without brains which accumulate and preserve
that product, and furnish the more efficient means
of production, it could not live. There should
be rendered to labor, equitable shares of what
it produces, based upon the profits of each concern, wherein labor is employed, as compensation
for such production. Capital should have its just
share, based upon a proper interest on its investment, and the value of its services in accumulating and disposing of such production to the best
advantage of both. Then misery and privation
will be lessened; labor shall have more of these
things which make life better and more worth the
living. There every man shall receive ofthe wealth
of the world what he has added to it. In the
words of another, "With want destroyed, with
greed changed to noble passions, with the fraternity that is born of equality, taking the place
of jealousy and fear that now array men against
each other; with the mental powers loosened by
conditions that give to the humble comfort and
leisure, and who shall measure the heights to
which our civilization may soar? Words fail
the thought."
Then shall come back to earth that Golden
Age of which the poet sings:
"Then none was for a party;
Then all were for the state;
Then the great men helped the poor,
And the poor man loved the great;
Then lands were fairly portioned;
Then spoils were fairly sold;
The Romans were like brothers;
In the brave days of old."

R. L. McCormick '91 and wife have a new tandem on which they intend to spend the summer
vacation in and about Mr. McCormick's old home
at Shelbyville, Indiana.

NINTH ANNUAL MEETING R. P. ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION.
The business meeting was called to order at 8
o'clock with President W. R. McKeen,Jr. '89, in
the chair. Minutes of the last meeting were read
and approved, and the treasurer's report submitted and accepted.
By unanimous vote it was decided that a committee be established consisting of the officers and
executive committee of the Alumni whose duty it
shall be to select each year before the 1st of January following, an orator for the next R. P. I. commencement, who shall deliver the Alumni address.
Election of officers fOr the ensuing year resulted
as follows:
VICTOR K, HENDRICKS,'89, Logansport, Ind....President
JOHN B. PEDDLE,'88, Terre Haute,Ind
V.-President
W. R. MCKEEN, Jr., '89, Chairman,
W. ARNOLD LAYMAN,'92,
1..Executive Corn.
•GEO. M. DAVIS,'88,

By resolution the Alumni Association officially
expressed its hearty approval and encouragement
of the project undertaken by the students of the
R. P. I. looking toward the erection of a thoroughly equipped gymnasium, and urges that all the
members of the Alumni who are able to do so will
contribute to this enterprise.
Class of 1895 were voted in as members of the
Alumni Association and meeting adjourned to
the banquet.
Those present at the banquet table were as follows:
BOARD OF MANAGEB,S R. P. I.
Judge Win. Mack.
W. C. Ball.
Wm.S. Rea.
FACULTY, R. P. I.
C. L. Mees, Ph. D., President.
Jas. A. Wickersham, A. M.
Wm. A. Noyes, Ph. D.
Thos. Gray, Ph. D.
Chas. S. Brown, M. E.
A. S. Hathaway, B. S.
Edwin Place, M. M. E.
John B. Peddle, M. S.
Wm.P. Smith.
R. P. I. ALUMNI.
W. R. McKeen, Jr., '89, President.
John B. Aikman,'86, Secretary and Treasurer.
H. G. Kilbourne,'94, Chairman Executive Corn.
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W. A. Layman,'92, Executive Coin.
V. K. Hendricks,'89, Executive Corn.
Benj: McKeen,'85, Terre Haute.
Herbert W. Foltz,'86, Indianapolis.
Chas. E. Scott, '86, Terre Haute.
Geo. M. Davis,'88, Terre Haute.
Francis T. Hord,'88, Indianapolis.
John B. Peddle, '88, Terre Haute.
A. J. Hammond,'89, Frankfort, Ind.
Walter B. Wiley,'89, Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
T. L. Crondon,'90, Chicago.
Mason Galloway,'90, Marion, Ind.
Abe Balsey-,'91, Seymour, Ind.
W. H. Harris,'91, Terre Haute.
Omar C. Mewhinney,'91, Terre Haute.
Wm. J. Fogarty,'92, Connersville, Ind.
Sigmund S. Frank,'92, Chicago.
Warren Hussey,'92, Terre Haute, Ind.
Claude Ott,'92, Rockville,Ind.
B. R. Putnam,'92, Chicago, Ill.
Luther S. Rose,'92, Springfield, Ohio.
S. B. Tinsley,'92, Louisville, Ky.
Clifford E. Albert,'93, Cincinnati,0.
Walter II. Albert,'93, Cincinnati, 0.
Edwin S. Johonnott,'93, Springfield, 0.
Paul Mischler,'94, Denver, Col.
Fred F. Hildreth,'94, Bridgehampton, N. Y.
Howard M. Stanton,'9k, Indianapolis, Ind.
J. C. C. Holding,'94, Lorain, Ohio.
Clifford E. Anderson,'95, Franklin, Ohio.
Harry W. Craver,'95, Terre Haute, Ind.
Edward A. Darst,'95, Eureka, Ill.
Jas. R. McTaggart,'95, Terre Haute, Ind.
Frank H. Miller,'95, Louisville, Ky.
W. Offutt Mundy,'95, Louisville, Ky.
Geo. W. Phillips, '95, Terre Haute, Ind.
A: L. Robinson, Jr., '95, Louisville, Ky.
Arthur V. Tuller, '95, Milford, Ill.
William Wiggins,'95, Richmond. Ind.

THE ALUMNI BANQUET.
After the business meeting was adjourned the
class of '95 fell in line and all entered the large
dining room. Here one long table of double
width, with beautiful decorations, greeted the eye,
and the Ringgold orchestra, stationed in a large
bay window, furnished a feast for the ear.
At the head of the table were placed President
W. R. McKeen, Dr. Mees and J. B. Aikman. On
the right were the board of managers, on the left,
the faculty. The classes were arranged in order
with '95 at the end. The old yell,
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Rah! rah! rah!
R. P.1.
Rah! rah! rah! ,
was given with great force, and then all were
seated to partake of the following menu:
Little Neck Clams, Amontilado.
Salted Almonds.
Cream of Cauliflower.
Fried Soft Shell Crabs, au Tartar Cruse and Fils Claret.
Cucumbers. Potatoes, Long Branch. Olives.
ROMAN PUNCH.
Broiled Spring Chicken, au Cresson. Champagne.
Saratoga Chips.
Asparagus.
Lettuce and Tomato Salad.
Sliced Peaches and Cream.
Assorted Cake.
Ice Cream.
Coffee.
Cigars.

After the cigars were lighted, toast master McKeen,'89, called to order and made the announcement that since so many had been scared away
from banquets, by having previously selected
toasts, it was decided best not to have them but
to call for impromptu speeches and be sure of
them.
W. C. Ball of the board of managers was first
called upon and he expressed his pleasure at being
present with the younger members of the association especially. He gave some discouragement to
the broad jumpers by comparing their jump to
that of a flea. All drank to the health of Dr.
Mees who responded to a toast on the Institute.
He spoke of the past, the present and the future
of Rose and expressed great pleasure in seeing so
many of the Alumni present as it was evident
that great interest was still manifest by them in
the school. He hoped that at future meetings a
larger per cent, could be present.
Tinsley '92 next responded with a short talk
encouraging men to be present.
Judge Mack responded and spoke of the possibility of having an Alumni representative on the
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Board of Managers. He was in favor of this but
thought the Alumni should settle the matter and
that the present board should elect the new member only by a unanimous vote.
Stanton, '94, was called upon and gave considerable information as to the Alumni representatives of other schools.
Robinson '95 anticipated that the Alumni of
Rose would glut the demand for engineers
.,just
as Chicago gluts the market of the world with
exports.
Foltz '86 who never misses a good thing like
the Alumni banquet responded next with a few
very entertaining words and was followed by
Frank '92 who was compelled to say that Chicago
was quite a city.
Layman '92 was next called upon and spoke
in regard to the Alumni member of the board.
Aikman, '87, secretary and treasurer of the association, had a few words to say, and read several
messages from men who were unable to attend.
Professor Gray next spoke,and with considerable
earnestness. He was very much in sympathy
with Mr. lord's remarks in the morning in regard
to the relation between the employer and the employe. He extended to the class of '95 his best
wishes and requested them not to cultivate any
one thing in particular, but to broaden out. Everything is important, nothing is unimpoytant, he
said.
The banquet here adjourned for another year
with a feeling of sadness that a pleasant evening
had been so soon spent.
After bidding good bye many left for their
trains, while several remained over Sunday with
their friends or relatives. It was much regretted
that the class of '95 was not represented by a
larger number.
In regard to the Alumni representation on the
board nothing apparently was done. It was very
evident from the speeches madethatevery alumnus
is in favor of this. Judge Mack and Mr. Ball
each spoke on the subject, but came to no conclusion. Mr. Ball was in favor of having three rep-

resentatives, the term of one to expire each year,
and to have them elected by the members of the
Alumni Association,and in the following manner:
Let some one of the faculty or alumni in school
send out a blank to each alumnus who can vote
for any member he wishes and return it. These
are to be counted, and the three having the largest
number of votes are again voted on in same manner as before, the one of them having the most
votes to be elected.
The alumni present were apparently much
pleased with their visit, and all said that they
would try and be here every year and persuade
others to come.
ALUMNI NOTES.
S. E. Johannessen '93 was married Wednesday
evening, June 5th to Miss Zenana M.Irwin of this
city at the residence of Mrs. Mary Johnson, 643
North 6th street, by Rev. Crum of the Congregational church. It was a quiet wedding. only relatives being present. Mr. Johannessen has a good
position with the Wagner Electric Company of
St. Louis in.which city they will make their home.
Paul Mischler '94 returned from Colorado, June
6th in order to attend commencement exercises
and to spend a few weeks in visiting parents and
friends. He is looking much improved in health
but his doctor recommends his return within as
short a time as possible.
A. M. Hood '93 graduated from the Columbian
Law school of Washington, D. C., June 11th.
Although he has held a position in the patent
office for two years and that of a married man for
the last two months he has found ample time for
study.
M. C. Andrews '94 left Terre Haute immediately after completing his work as instructor in
the civil department in order to take charge of
the construction of an engine house and repair
shop for the Wabash railroad at Toledo, Ohio.
Abe Balsley '91 is with the National Cash Register Company of Dayton,Ohio. He happened to
be in Terre Haute on business, Field Day.
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THE GYMNASIUM.
•

To those who are interested in the new gymnasium enterprise we can, this month,say that
the canvass within the student body is completed
as far as possible, and the matter now rests with
the alumni and friends of the institute. At the
business meeting of the Alumni Association, on
Wednesday evening, June 13, the matter of gymnasium was brought up by President W. R. McKeen, was discussed, and heartily endorsed by the
association. A few subscriptions were made by
members present, and a resolution adopted that
the Alumni Association send out subscription
blanks and urge its members to push the enterprise, and to act earnestly and immediately.
We are confident that this attitude of the
Alumni Association will be productive of much
good, and bring forth subscriptions in amounts
sufficient that when the institute opens again next
September ground may be broken at once and the
building erected before winter.
Already, $1,000 have been subscribed, but $500
more are required before work can begin. We
hope all friends and members of the alumni who
can and will help us will respond at once, as the
necessity of immediate action is apparent. If the
gymnasium is to be erected, $500 must be subscribed before September first.

Now that $1,000 is already subscribed, that the
board of directors are co-operating with us in the
enterprise, and will lend sufficient aid after we
shall have $1,500 subscribed, it would not reflect
well upon those who are or have been members
of the Institute not to assist to the extent of all
that is in their power to push the enterprise to a
successful finish. Should the matter now drop,
there would be no hope for a gymnasium for many
years, as it would show a disinterest on the part
of "Our Rose Boys," which would take from our
board of directors the great interest which they
have displayed,and without which a gymnasium
is out of the question.
This disinterest in such matters should not and
is not a characteristic of "Rose Boys," nor shall it
be. Now is the time. Strike while the iron is hot.
Address all letters to Secretary of Gymnasium
Committee, in care of the Institute.
THE BASE BALL TEAM.
Just before Field Day,the Board of Directors of
the Athletic Association decided that it would be
best to cancel all future base ball games for the
season, as it was found that the expenses were
outgrowing the receipts and the board did not
feel willing to have the team continue playing
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ball with the probability of coming out very much
behind financially at the end of the season. The
various colleges have not displayed nearly as much
interest in base ball this year as formerly, as is
evidenced by the fact of Hanover, Butler and
R. P. I. having withdrawn before the middle of
the season. With I. U., however, it has been a
decided success, and they at present have a team
that could perhaps compete successfully with
any college team in the country. Rose has not
had a really successful ball season since '91, but
we are hoping that our team will come again in
the near future. We understaRd that there is to
be a very large entering class next year and it is
to be hoped that they will bring in a good supply
of excellent base ball material.
STATE FIELD DAY.
Indiana Inter-Collegiate Field Day for 1895 is
a thing of the past and Rose has added another
pennant to her collection. May 24th was all that
could be desired in the way of weather; as the
athletes themselves could scarcely have manufactured a more perfect day for field sports. At no
time in the day, from the beginning of the tennis
in the morning until the completion of the final
event on the track in the afternoon did a single
Poly seem in doubt as to the final outcome with
reference to Rose, and perhaps this accounts for
EVENT.

College.

WINNER.

the rather remarkable lack of enthusiasm noticeable throughout the entire day up to the time of
receiving the pennant in the evening.
The'95 meet will go down as remarkable in one
re4)ect and that is for the large number of records
broken, ten of them being smashed in the course
of the afternoon. Perhaps the most remarkable
of all was that made by Buschman, of Purdue,
in the 100-yards dash, the time being 10 seconds
flat, which is the same as the Inter-Collegiate
record. Of the ten new records four go to Purdue,
three to Earlham and three to R.P. I., as follows:
Purdue-100 yards dash,220 yards dash, high kick
and standing broad jump; Earlham—running
broad jump, hop, step and jump, and running
high jump; R. P. I.—mile walk, pole vault and
throwing 16-pound hammer.
The presentation of medals to the successful
contestants occurred at 7:30 o'clock in the evening
at the High School Hall, and it was here that the
first real display of enthusiasm was shown. After
the presentation of the pennant and acceptance of
same by President Robinson, of the Athletic Association, the school gathered around and marched
through the streets in a body to Bindley Hall
where a reception and dance closed the day.
The events, together with positions and winning record, are here given with trial heats
omitted:
SECOND

RECORD.

College.

RECORD.

THIRD.

0g
College. c`,'
Sn
C..)

. .
100 yards dash
Putting 16 pound shot . .
Running broad jump . .
One-fourth mile bicycle .
One mile walk
Pole vault
Base ball throw
Standing high jump . . .
220 yards dash
One-half mile bicycle . . •
Hop,step and jump . . . •
120 yards hurdles
Throwing '16 pound hammer
High kick . . .....
One-fourth mile run . • . .
One mile bicycle
Running high jump .
Standing broad jump
One mile run
Two mile bicycle
Tennis doubles
Tennis singles
Pentathalon

Buschman. .
Buschman . .
Coleman . .
W.J. Klinger
Shaver
Crowe
Darst
Ewry . . .
Buschman .
W. J. Klinger
Coleman . . .
Ristine
Darst
Ewry
MeTaggart .
P. W. Klinger
Haworth . .
Ewry
Hester
P. W Klinger
J Farrington
Meriwether
Farrington
Crowe

•
•
•

•
•

R. P. I.
P. U
W. C

i. S. N

P. U.
P U.
E C.
R P. I
R P.1.
R. P. I.
H. P I.
P. U.
P. U
R. P.1.
E C.
W C.
R. P I.
P. U.
R. P. I
R. P.!.
E. C.
P. U.
E. C.
R P.1.
R P.1.
R. P I
R. P.1.
R. P I

10"
34, 5,,
20' 10"
331,,
8' 2"
9' 11"
334' 2"
5' 11"
23 "
1' 11"
44' 11"
184"
'9' 24
54",,
2' 461"
5, 6,,
10' 61"
4' 54#"
6, 544,,

12
6
. . 3.
1
0

P. U.
Beckman . .
• • ....
Robertson . . . P. U.
33' 2"
E. C.
Hester . . . . .
19' 11"
P. W. Klinger . R. P. I
P U.
. . . .. .
Reese
9 6,,
McMeans . . . R. P.1.
I S. N.
313' 4"
Hurst
Liggett . . . R. P. I.
4" 104".
McTaggart
R. P.1.
P.'W. Klinger . R P.1. • • • • • .
E. C.
Hester.
41' 6"
Buschman
- P. U.
Robertson . . .
P. U.
104' 7"
Haworth. . . .
E. C.
8' 10"
Beckman . . .
P. U.
R. P.1. ..... .
W. J. Klinger
5, 5,,
P. U.
Ewry
Liggett . . . . R. P.1.
10' 2"
P. U.
Green
R. P I
W. J. Klinger

Seconds.
8
8
.2

Thirds.

1

2

Points.
90
59
36
5
5

MeTaggart •
Asbury . .
Graves
Stout . . .
Pierson . .
Coleman. .
Tucker . .
Robertson .
Beckman .
Stout . . .
Liggett . .
Test
Buschman. •
Hellweg . . •
Hester . . .
Stout . . .
Robertson .
Coleman. .
Chandler .
Stout

R. P.1.
I S. N.
I S. N.
E. C.
R. P.1.
E. C.
R. P.1.
P. U.
P. U.
E. C.
R. P.!.
P. IT.
P. 1.
R P.1.
E. C.
E. C.
P. U.
P. U.
R. P.1.

8
4
5
4
3
5
3
4
6
4
5
4
6
7
4
8
7
4
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PURDUE—WABASH PROTEST.
The Executive Committee, of the I. I. C. A. A.
met in Indianapolis, on Saturday, May 25th, to
hear Purdue's protest of the base ball game with
Wabash on May 4th, notice of which was contained in last month's TECHNIC.
It was claimed by Wabash that the holding of
this meet was unconstitutional inasmuch as the
constitution makes provision for the holding of
such meeetings within a certain specified time after
the playing of the games, amounting in all to sev-
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enteen days. As will be seen above there was a
space of twenty-one days between the time of
playing the game and the day of the committee
meeting, therefore the objection of Wabash. The
entire afternoon was consumed in a rather warm
discussion of this question, Purdue claiming that
the circumstance which caused the delay was unavoidable and no fault of theirs. However, the
motion to consider the meeting constitutional
and valid was lot and it adjourned with the protest matter in exactly the same condition that it
was previous to the meeting.

THE SENIOR TRIP.
From the hour that Dr. Mees made the formal announcement to the class that the Senior trip was
a surety, each member anxiously awaited the date
of starting and made it a point to be prompt at
that time. Thursday morning, May 17th finally
came and at 10 o'clock the entire class, together
with Professors Gray, Noyes, Ames and Brown,
entered a special car on train No. 5, Vandalia
line.
The ride was a very pleasant one and the train
arrived in St. Louis on time, at 3 p. m. Dinner
was had at Vandalia.
At the Terminal station the class was met by
Messrs. Layman, '92, Boehm, '91, and Palmer,
'87, and were led to a room in the station where
the program of the visit was read. Desirous of los-

ing no time, an inspection of the grandest railway
station in the world was immediately begun. To
increase the appetite the kitchen was first visited
and every one had nothing but admiration to express throughout the entire building. In the
tower of this building Mundy distinguished
himself by connecting an electric light wire which
was accidentally jarred loose by the tramping of
feet.
After leaving the building the students passed
through the large train sheds to the signal tower.
This place was also a model in every respect. On
the first floor of this building was the heating
and power plant for the station. The large Siemens-Halske direct connected generators were
very interesting. It was now supper time and
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soon all were seated at one table in a private dining room of the station. Having concluded this repast the baggage was transferred to the hotel and
rooms selected. At 7:30 all returned to the Union
station in order to see it when lighted,and,although
most of the class were too tired to enjoy even a
bed, it was very interesting. Johannesen,'93, who
was unable to be with the class in the afternoon,
now fell into line.
After leaving the station the .body entered the
new Planter's hotel, and many of its beauties
were seen and admired. The bridal chamber was
by no means the least entertaining, and the power plant in the basement was very, instructive.
Everything was pronounced first class by all.
It was while walking along the street this
evening that Robinson shed tears at the sight of
a plate-glass window which he thought some one
had broken.
The Globe-Democrat building was next on the
program. Here was to be seen one of the largest
newspaper printing houses and the machinery
was the latest improved. On leaving, each member was presented with a copy of the paper.
This completed the program for the first day
and every one went quietly (?) to bed.
Friday commenced with a bright morning and
those who arose early enough again visited the
signal tower at the Union Station, as the morning between 7 and 8 is the best time to visit here,
on account of the great number of trains which
cross the switches.
Breakfast was had at the Union Station at 8
o'clock.
It was now time for Wiggins to have a shave
and he invested to the extent of 50 cents. Professor Howe, another civil, was his only sympathizer.
It was deemed best to separate the departments
to-day. The civils and chemists visited the National Lead Company and Washington University, the government testing laboratory in particular.
The electricals first went to the Missouri Electric Light and Power Company's plant, where
were to be seen some large alternating current
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generators and transformers. After completing
the inspection of the place a few members of the
class lost themselves in order to visit places of
individual interest. The remaining portion of
the class enjoyed a visit to the Edison Illuminating Company's plant and to that of the St.
Louis Steel and Wire Company.
After all the fellows had seated themselves for
dinner Professor Gray delivered a short impromptu speech to those members whose ambition for
sight-seeing was too great.
Dr. Mees, who was unable to leave Terre Haute
with the class, now joined them.
The program for the afternoon was,for all those
who desired, to take a ride in a special car across
both bridges. The chemists preferred to visit the
St. Louis Sampling and Testing Works,and which
they did. The trip in the special train was made
through the kindness of the chief engineer of the
Terminal Railway.
After crossing the Eads bridge the car stopped
at the Addison Car Works, which all entered,and
made a hasty inspection. Again entering the car
the trip continued back across the Merchants'
bridge and a stop again made at ON Rankin-Fitch
Machine Shop. Here was to be seen, in process
of construction,a 2,000-horse power Corliss engine.
Preparations were made to cast a large cylinder
for a cotton press, 16 feet high and 8 feet in
diameter, to make the mold for which required
three.weeks of labor.
A cable car was next mounted which carried
the party to the power station of the Broadway
Cable Railway. Although this Was a very interesting place, yet the electrical department did not
consider it the proper method of driving street
cars. Complimentary tickets, kindly furnished
on le.aving, was the means of getting the party
uptown. As several were convinced that supper
should be the next on the program, this was indulged in by all and at such a place as suited best
the individual's purse.
At 7:30 a special car on the Citizen's Electric
Railway grounded the party at the Cass avenue
power house, where was to be seen some fine engines with direct connected generators. Darst
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thought that he might possibly accept a job in
such a station if the opportunity was offered.
After leaving the car it was time for rest and
with few exceptions the party went quietly to bed,
as did they the night previous.
Eight o'clock came somewhat earlier Saturday
morning than the party had ever experienced,
owing to the fact that many had never been in
the city of St. Louis before. After breakfast the
entire party started for the waterworks pumping
station which is about eight miles up the river.
This trip was made in carriages. The large steam
pumps were very interesting and the entire forenoon was pleasently spent at this place. Here it
was that the "Irish local," manned by Captain
Troxler, made a track record and where Darst
saw a pulsorneter and kicked because some of the
pumps did not have wheels.on them.
It was one o'clock when the party again reached
the city and set out to dinner. At 2:30 all who
so desired went to the Anheuser-Busch Brewery.
Four baseball enthusiasts saw the St. Louis-Baltimore game and it is needless to say they afterwards regretted it. The trip through this largest
brewery in the world could not but take a long
time and was very instructive, also inspiring.
A place was finally reached in this mammoth
concern where samples of its prodt4s were to be
enjoyed. The class did their share and have
learned what good beer tastes like. The school,
class and beer yells resounded throughout the
buildings at the sight of each line of foaming
mugs. After drinking to the health of the Anheuser-Busch brewery the party entered a cellar which was somewhat colder than Terre Haute
in June and which Phillips wished to know if it
was seven stories high. There were seven cellars,
however, but they were all on the one floor.
Strange sights and weird sounds were heard on
all sides, such as ice growing on boilers and that
sound which resembles more Anheuser-Busch
.beer. The power plant here was very interesting.
At five o'clock the place of starting, the reception
room for visitors, was reached and each one was
presented with a handsome match safe bearing
the trade mark of the brewery.
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After leaving here a number of the class took a
street car ride through the finest residence portion
of the city.
Supper was now disposed of, and at eight •
o'clock all boarded the car and left the terminal
station with the school yell resounding into
every corner.
The trip home was very pleasant despite the
fact that all were almost tired out. Card playing
and songs were the chief amusements. A very
noisy game of chess was indulged in by Professors
Ames and Brown. Terre Haute was reached on
time with all on board although one member was
reported lost at Effingham. The entire class
without a single exception was well pleased with
the trip and feel that it was most beneficial to
them. The Alumni,of St. Louis, did everything
within their power to make the trip a success
and, although they could not be with the class all
the time on account of business, yet they did so
whenever possible. The faculty'spared no pains
in carrying out the program arranged by the
alumni and were ever ready to make any explanation desired. It is the earnest wish of the class
that each succeeding class will be so favored.
The members of '95 desire to express their appreciation for what the alumni, of St. Louis,
have done; for the interest taken by the faculty,
and for the many privileges granted by those
whom they visited, without which the trip would
have been a failure.
Professor Howe and Mr. Andrews attended the
St.Louis Engineers Club the preceding Wednesday
evening and? were of course on hand to join the
party Thursday afternoon.
THE COMMENCEMENT.
The eleventh annual commencement exercises
held in the chapel on Thursday, June 13, were
characterized by the interest with which the audience heard the thesis reading, usually so monotonous; instead of the old time method of reading elaborate theses, almost or entirely unintelligible to the audience, brief extracts of the more
interesting subjects, illustrated by models, charts,
etc. were presented by members of the class
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chosen to represent those who worked together on
the several subjects.
The chapel filled to overflowing, was fragrant
with flowers, and was kept delightfully cool and
pleasant by several large electric fans. The music
was rendered by the Orchestral Club led by Mr.
Colberg.
The following programme was enjoyed by the
host of relatives and friends of the graduating
class:
MUSIC.
PRAYER,
REV. MR. HOLMES.
MUSIC.
THESES.
Test of a 250 II. P. Westinghouse Compound Engine at
the Terre Haute Electric Railway Power House.
SAMUEL G. BROWN.
The Heating Power of Indiana Coals,
JAMES R. MCTAGGART.
The Design of a Three Hinged Arch having a span of
416 feet,
WILLIAM WIGIGINS.
MUSIC.
Street Railway Motor Tests made at Louisville, Ky.
W. OFFUT MUNDY.
Efficiency Test of a Willians Triple Expansion Engine and Western Electric Co.'s Arc Dynamo, Citizens' Electric Light Co., Terre Haute,
ARTHUR L. ROBINSON, JR.
MUSIC.
ALUMNI ADDRESS,
HON. FRANCIS T. HORD.
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS.
AWARDING OF PRIZES.
MUSIC
BENEDICTION.

The candidates for degrees and the subjects of
their theses were as follows:
FOR DEGREE OF MECHANICAL ENGINFER.
Design of a Cycloidal Planing Machime,
JOHN T. WILKIN, M. S.

FOR DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE.
Design for Central Steam Heating and Power Plant for
the Kansas State Agricultural College,
Ozm P. HOOD, B. S.
The Rebuilding of the Over-head Construction of the
Youngstown Street Railway CO.,
BARTON R. SIIOVER, B. S.
Gravity Determinations,
GEO. R. PUTNAM, B. S.
General Method Pursued in Designing High Duty
Pumping Engines,
JOHN B. PEDDLE, B. S.
Transformer Construction,
SvENn E. JOHANNESEN, B. S.
FOR DEGREE OF. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE.
Efficiency Test of a Willians Triple Expansion Engine
and Western Electric Co.'s Arc Dynamo, Citizens'
Electric Light Co., Terre Haute,
ARTHUR L. ROBINSON., JR., FRANK H. MILLER and L.
CLIFFORD ANDERSON.
A Comparison of the Different Methods of Testing
Transformers,
EDWIN R. BURTIS, GEORGE PHILLIPS and ARTHUR V.
TULLER.
The Design of a Fixed Arch having a span of 416 feet,
CHARLES R. CROCKWELL.
The Design of a Two Hinged Arch having a span of 416
feet,
EDGAR L. SHANEBERGER.
The Design of a Three Hinged Arch having a span of
416 feet,
WILLIAM WIGGINS.
Measurement of the Elastic Resilience of Steel under
Impact,
ARCHIE WADE and HENRY W. BIGELOW.
Test of a 250 H. P. Westinghouse Generator at the
Terre Haute Electric Railway Power House,
EDWARD A. DARST and WALTER W. CROWE.
Street Railway Motor Tests made at Louisville, Ky.,
W.OFFUTT MUNDY, WILLIAM S. SPEED and LAURENCE
E. TROX LER.
The Heating Power of Indiana Coals,
HARRY W. CRAVER and JAMES R. MCTAGGA RT.

Mr. Jno. T. Wilkin is the first to receive the
degree of Mechanical Engineer, the highest which
Rose confers. After the presentation of diplomas
the class was addressed by the Hon. Richard W.
Thompson, whose remarks as usual were very ap-
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propriate, and whose words of advice and encouragement were very impressive. He spoke as
follows:
"Gentlemen of the Class of '95:
"I congratulate you upon the fact that you have
been successful in having these degrees conferred
upon you by our board of managers. I may
congratulate myself also for the pleasure of being
with you once again on another commencement.
You will please pardon me if I admonish you at
this time. You have seen hard work here during
the past four years and you have stood the test.
Despite this fact you are now going to stand a still
harder test—one that will try every ner/e. You
have learned many lessons of value here, lessons
in patience, courage and manliness, which eminently fit you for the conflicts of•life in which
you are now face to face. You will meet opposition frequently, competition at every turn in
the way. But I trust that in all the contests
of your career that old Rose Polytechnic may
come out victorious. You will have that to urge
you on that should bring forth your best and
most patient efforts. Your entire manhood will
be stimulated by contests at every step. Who
can tell what there is in store for this class?
What inventions and ideas you may bring into
this world? It may be your privilege to unrave
some of the difficult problems discussed here today. It has been but a few years since the government was asked to appropriate money to build
the first telegraph line. Now we speak across the
sea without trouble, and throw the very tone of
the voice from one part of the continent to the
other. Some of you who are going forth from
here to-day may be able to make discoveries to
rank with these. It is my wish that you may be
successful in your various walks of life, and I
now bid you farewell."
The Heminway gold medal, for highest standing during the four years' course, was awarded by
vote of the faculty to Laurence E. Troxler, Louisville, Ky.
The bronze medal, a fae simile of the first, for
highest standing in the Freshman class, was
awarded to Arthur C. Eastwood, Louisville, Ky.
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Those receiving honorable mention were:
In the Senior Class—W. Offut Mundy, Louisville, Ky., and Edward A. Darst, Eureka, Ill.
In the Junior Class—W. R.Sanborn, Rockford,
In the Sophomore Class—J. H. Hall, Danville,.
Ohio; H. S. Heichert, Marion, Ind.; Robert A.
Philips, Sacramento, Cal.
In the Freshman Class—Arthur C. Eastwood,
Louisville, Ky.; Harry B. Stilz, Louisville, Ky.;
H. D. Gerwig, Hartwell, Ohio.
The Alumni Address was delivered by the Hon.
Francis T. Hord, of '88, a prominent Indianapolis lawyer,and is the first Alumni Address in the
history of Rose,
THE RECEPTION.
On the evening of June 12th the graduating
class was tendered a reception at the Terre Haute
House, and many of their fellow students and
friends among the alumni and Terre Haute people met them to congratulate them on their work
and to wish them future success. With refreshments and music a pleasant evening was spent,
one that will long be remembered by the new
alumni.
Professor J. B. Johnson, of Washington University, entertained Professor Howe during the
greater part of his stay in St. Louis. He also entertained Professor Gray for dinner and over
night, on Thursday. Wiggins,'95, was his guest
for dinner, Saturday evening.
Mr. Boehm,'91, who is assistant professor of
mechanical engineering in Washington University, entertained Professors Gray, Ames, Noyes
and Brown for dinner on Friday evening.
Chancellor W. S. Chaplin and Professor Johnson, of the university, gave a dinner to the visiting Rose faculty, on Saturday noon, at the Mercantile club.
Professor Howe's paper on Bridge Deflections
was read to a small but highly appreciative representation of the Engineer's club.
M. C. Andrews was the guest of W. A.Layman
during a part of his stay.
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Pro!'essor Noyes has a new bicycle.
Thirty men took the entrance exams.
Becker, ex-'95, was with us on Field Day.
Most of the Seniors will "spend the summer at
home."
Speed '95, and Werk '96, will spend the summer in Europe.
From present indications the class of '99 will
be about 65 strong.
The '95 diplomas bear the kalligraphisches
kunstwerk of Rice,'96. .
The Lost Chord:—The one Dr. Mees wanted in
the Physics examination.
W.S. Speed,'95,sails June 20 for Europe, where
he intends to spend five or six months.
E. R. Burtis, '95, expects to spend the summer
in Colorado, in search of health and a job.
Hedges, ex-'98, was quite a conspicuous figure
among Earlham's supporters on Field Day. W. P. Smith read an interesting paper on the
casting of statues at Normal Hall recently.
Myers and Ellsworth will go to their homes in
Appleton, Wis., a distance of 500 miles, on their
wheels.
Prof. W. says that the only objection he has to
the "Modulus" is that no one seems to be responsible for the roasts.
Jones, ex-'96, passed through Terre Haute recently returning from Europe where he has been
studying the violin.
The small number of failures this June gives
increased evidence to the the theory that the
number is directly proportional to the size of the
the classes.

Darst, '95, has given up the idea of taking the
examination to enter the revenue cutter service,
and expects to get a job in Detroit this summer.
Phillip and Chandler '97, and Theobold '98,
will remain in town during the holidays. Call
on them at Collett Park any evening during
the summer.
The tennis tournament was Rose against Rose.
Johnson and Bailey, representing Purdue, were
the only entries against our team, and both are
ex-Rose men.
Wanted—A steady, industrious Normalite to
take charge of our agricultural department opposite the Academic building. Apply to Professor
for the mower.
If some kind friend suggests to you a new
drink at the soda fountain, don't trust him, he is
false. So a Junior advises us who was beguiled
into trying Sulphate of.Quinine the other day.
O'Brien, '96, will spend about two weeks in
gaining some practical experience about the street
railway power house before leaving for his home.
He then expects to take charge of an electric light
plant.
A geRkleman attended the Senior reception who
introduced himself as Professor Wickersham. It
would have been easier to recognize the whiskers
without the professor, than the professor without
the whiskers.
During the examinations Professor Wickersham
entertained the Glee club and several other of his
friends who study language with him and beat
him at chess; a delightful afternoon was whiled
away without a thought of the exams that were
still to be braved.
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Camp has sustained his reputation as a successful bluffer by getting his recitation marks changed
in the wrong direction. He says that he has convinced the professor that "he should have gotten
what he deserved."
The old fence on Locust street, which has
served as a bulletin for so much class rivalry, has
been repainted, and the Freshman of next year
will no doubt instinctively express his feelings
according to the manner of his predecessors.
During the commencement exercises on Thursday, a little child lay asleep among the idols,
fossils, etc., that guard THE TECHNIC exchange
table, and not a few of the visitors mistook it
for a large doll, strangely out of place in this odd
collection.
The Instructor who would not subscribe for
THE TECHNIC, and wanted a complimentary
Modulus, left for the East as soon as he finished
giving his examinations, "to save about six dollars board" as he said. It is rumored that he is
economizing, with the expectation of marrying
in the near future.
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Tuller, '95, during the inspection of an ice
plant at St. Louis, amused himself by scraping
the frost off the ammonia pipes with his fingers;
later he made the same experiment on the whitewashed end of a steam boiler, and is still at a loss
to explain the enormous difference in temperature.
She was going to Europe and Montgomery had
gone down to the train to see her off; he was bidding her a rather protracted adieu when the passengers were startled by a sound resembling the
sudden application of the air brake and treated to
an amateur performance of Romeo and Juliet.
Rather desperate for a Freshman.
It was a very hot afternoon; Gustav had gone
up to his room to study, and,finding the heat almost unbearable, had thrown off his coat, vest,
and one more. His roommate came in presently
and noticing an odor of burning linen, emptied
the water pitcher on the pile of garments. Gus
now carries a fire insurance policy and promises
to give the TECHNIC next year an article on "The
Prevention of Spontaneous Combustion in Warm
Rooms."

A MOSQUITO.
At last upon a Senior's head
He settled down to drill;
He bored away for half an hour,
And then he broke his bill.—Ex.
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TORTURE.
In olden times they used to have
The thumbscrew and the molten lead.
But our own day's no whit behind—
—H.B. M.
We have the folding bed.

WHAT THE WILD WAVES SAID.
Do you hear the ocean moaning,
Ever moaning sad and low?
'Tis because that fat old bather
Stepped upon its undertow.

Walter Camp, Yale's great football coach, has
Captain Thorne, of Yale football team, has deresigned from this position and will no longer be manded an official apology from Harvard for alinterested in Yale's Athletics. Health and busi- leged unjust criticism of Hinkey's playing in the
ness are given as reasons for his resignation.— last Yale-Harvard game. Should this not be
U. of C. Weekly.
forthcoming it is intimated that the chance for a
A NATURAL INFERENCE.
game between the two colleges this fall will be
she—"Whatever has become of Charlie Tack- very slim.
hede who went to college in '81?"
HIS WORK.
He—".He's still there playing football."
His last hour had come.
She (flunnentary pause)—" Where is Princeton,
His dearest friend, who had watched him growanyway?"—Harvard Lampoon.
ing weaker day by day, sat by the bedside, bowed
"Please mum," said Hungry Bill, the tramp,
down with grief.
As he chewed his bread and mutton,
"I am ready to go," the dying man whispered,
"Won't you do just one thing more for me,
as his companion wiped the death-damp
weakly,
And sew some pants on clis button."
his
pallid brow.
from
THE PARENTAL VIEW.
is done. I have finished—"
work
"My
is
so
Chumpley
young
Solidman—"That
Mr.
to catch the last faint words.
bent
other
The
him."
candle
through
tallow
a
soft you could run
that
"—coloring
meerschaum pipe."—Univercandle!
You
Humph!
Mr.Hardsense—"Tallow
Courier.
sity
through
that
fellow and
could throw a custard pie
not break it."—University Courier.
There is a rumor abroad that Hinkey and
Northwestern Uniirersity won the annual de- Greenway, Yale's famous ends, will enter the
bate with the University of Michigan. The sub- Cornell Law School next fall, and play on the
ject was, "Should the United States Construct football team of that institution. The reason
and Control the Nicaragua Canal?" Michigan given, is that both men graduate this spring, and
had the affirmative, but the decision of the judges that they would enter Cornell in preference to the
was against them.
Yale Law School, because they intend to practice
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in New York, and the State order differs from turning the arm with palm uppermost or with
the general law which Yale teaches. If this palm down. Taken with the tape line, as showrumor proves true, Cornell will be materially ing the size of the muscles, this dynamometer
strengthened, and will rank among the very first. measuring their strength, will give a man a pretty
But this report must be confirmed before it is be- good idea of his muscular condition.—Harvard
Crimson.
lieved.—University Courier.
APROPOS.
A dynamometer has been invented by Dr.
Kellogg of Yale, which will show the power of
&Dithers thought the spring was here,
He unbuttoned his coat and took deep breaths of air,
any of the principal muscles of the body. For
Discarded
his hat and lay down on the grass—
instance, it will record the strength of the flexor
Yet Srnithers ordinarily was not an ass.
muscles of the arm, which bend the elbow, also
I saw him next day with a thick over-coat,
the force with which the extensor muscles, used
Fur cap on his head and arctics on foot,
in straightening the arm, are employed. It will
And he said while still blowing away at his nose,
show the strength of the four separate groups of
"So dis is wod dey call sprig, I subbose."
-muscles of the neck, add even the force used in
—Harvard Lampoon.
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